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Subject: CIA report: Israel will fall in 20 years

CIA report: Israel will fall in 20 years
A study conducted by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has cast doubt over Israel's survival beyond the next 20 years.
The CIA report predicts "an inexorable movement away from a two-state to a one-state solution, as the most viable model based on democratic
principles of full equality that sheds the looming spectre of colonial apartheid while allowing for the return of the 1947/1948 and 1967 refugees.
The latter being the precondition for sustainable peace in the region."
The study, which has been made available only to a certain number of individuals, further forecasts the return of all Palestinian refugees to the
occupied territories, and the exodus of two million Israelis who would move to the US in the next 15 years.
"There is over 500,000 Israelis with American passports and more than 300,000 livingin the area of just California," International lawyer Franklin
Lamb said in an interview with Press TV recently, adding that those who do not have American or Western passport, have already applied for
them.
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"So I think the handwriting at least among the public in Israel is on the wall...[which] suggests history will reject the colonial enterprise sooner or
later," Lamb stressed.
He said the CIA, in its report, alludes to the unexpectedly quick fall of the apartheid government in South Africa and recalls the disintegration of
the Soviet Union in the early 1990s, suggesting the end to the dream of an 'Israeli land' would happen 'way sooner' than later.
The study further predicts the return of over one and a half million Israelis to Russia and other parts of Europe, and denotes a decline in Israeli
births whereas a rise in the Palestinian population.
Lamb said given the Israeli conduct toward the Palestinians and the Gaza Strip in particular, the American public which has been voicing its
protest against Tel Aviv's measures in the last 25 years may 'not take it anymore'. Some members of the US Senate Intelligence Committee have
been informed of the report.
http://www.presstv.ir/detail.aspx?id=88491&sectionid=351020202
h p://ara bnews.com/ middleeast/ar cle67325.ece
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